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In a recent public conversation, architect Rafael de La-Hoz Castanys talked of a visit 

he once made as a child to the mosque of Córdoba in the company of his father, 

Rafael de La-Hoz Arderius, an architect like himself. As they wandered through the 

palm forest made columns and arches, his father explained to him that the goal of 

religious buildings is not to leave people lost for words, but simply to facilitate the 

believer’s contact with God. Along with a series of colleagues, De-La Hoz Arderius 

set out to renew sacred architecture in 1950s and 60s and rescue it from the 

pastiche of Neo styles and the arrogance of Baroque: the temple as an invitation, 

not a humiliation; revelation as a result of meditation, not obligation. I recalled this 

conception of faith and the role of art during my visit to an exhibition by Cristino 

de Vera (Santa Cruz de Tenerife, 1931) at Madrid’s Fernández-Braso gallery. 

 

If art history were a map of the world, Cristino de Vera would be a tiny island in the 

middle of the ocean; not because, in effect, he was born on an island, but because 
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his work demands an inescapable journey. One has to make an effort to see it. The 

subjects that inhabit his paintings and drawings run the risk of seeming trivial 

among the torrent of anxious preoccupations of today’s art world. How to find a 

place for a work with so little interest in what seem to be the two poles of the art of 

our time: ill-disguised propaganda on the one hand, pure aestheticism on the 

other? I doubt very much that either the didactic nature of the former or the 

endogamy of the latter provide De Vera with much food for thought. 

 

Cristino de Vera, who turned eighty-seven last year, has been painting the same 

things for almost fifty years. Candles, cups, skulls, baskets, flowers. They can 

appear alone or combined, but never in crowds. His combinations of three cups 

and two candles will, at most, make as mucho noise as a reunion of hermits with a 

vow of silence. The simplicity of his props does not hide a vocation for 

transcendence: placed before a window, the pair of candles that delimit a 

landscape seem to be transpositions of the cypresses one can make out in a 

distant cemetery. De Vera’s still lifes possess the hypnotic powers that define the 

silent breed of painters to which he belongs: Morandi, Laffón, Luis Fernández, 

Valls. This is due, in great part, to the way he constructs his scenes by means of 

minute brushstrokes, leaving the canvas partially visible and lending the 

composition a brilliant luminosity. One little brushstroke at a time, the painter 

becomes immersed –and immerses the viewer– in the trance that preludes 

revelation.  

 

Cristino de Vera meditates with the brush. He does not conceive of art as a 

celebration of himself, but rather as a means to discover the truth hidden in 

reality. This, of course, is not in itself an achievement. His greatness as a painter 

derives from his ability to concentrate the density of his meditations through an 

aesthetically-powerful formula which demands the attention of the viewer. It is, in 

any case, a subtle demand in the form of an invitation; the rewards obtained from 

the observation of his work are for those who know or want to look, not for those 

who immediately succumb to flashes and trompe-l'œils. In this he seems to share 

the same approach that Rafael de La-Hoz Arderius had towards religious 

architecture. If the believer’s ambition is to be awestruck, the latter argued, he or 

she need only to turn to nature – a conception one also seems to find in the way 

Cristino de Vera’s candles and cups humbly contemplate Mount Teide, true master 

of his native Tenerife. This allusion to the littleness of humans in relation to nature 

and their vain attempts to imitate its beauty lead us inevitably to meditations on 

the subject of death. Among the works of Cristino de Vera there is a considerable 

amount of skulls looking at themselves in mirrors, and they all seem to be unable 



to fully recognise the reflection they perceive. How little great artists need to 

summarise the entire history of human thought. 

 

Stillness, silence, death; modest credentials if one wishes to travel to the 

metropolis of the art world. In the church of novelty, Cristino de Vera’s memento 

mori are almost an immorality. 
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Image: Skull and Mirror, 1997. Oil on canvas. (Fundación Cristino de Vera) 
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